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Out Of The Sun Robert Goddard 2010-03-30 Harry Barnett is shocked to learn that he has a son David Venning, a brilliant mathematician, now languishing in hospital in a diabetic coma. And this is
only the first and smallest of the mysteries he is about to encounter. It is not known whether David's
condition is due to an accident or a suicide attempt. But Harry discovers that his mathematical
notebooks are missing from the hotel room where he was found. And two other scientists employed by
the same American forecasting institute have died in suspicious circumstances. Driven on by the slim
hope of saving the son he never knew he had, Harry goes in search of the truth and finds himself
entangled in several different kinds of conspiracy - none of which he ought to stand the slightest chance
of defeating.
Never Go Back Robert Goddard 2010-01-26 'The master of the clever twist' Sunday Telegraph Harry
Barnett thought he had left his military career behind, so he is startled when two figures from his past
turn up on his doorstep after fifty years. An old friend has organised the reunion to end all reunions: a
weekend in the Scottish castle where the ex-comrades took part in a psychological experiment many
years before. They haven't seen each other since. As they set off on their all-expenses-paid jaunt to
Aberdeen, the old friends are in high spirits. But the cheerful atmosphere is quickly shattered by the
apparent suicide of one of their party. When a second death occurs, a sense of foreboding descends on
the group. It appears that the past is coming back to haunt them, a past that none of them have ever
spoken about. Their recollections are all frighteningly different. So what really happened? Then when
one of them uncovers an extraordinary secret, he becomes convinced that they will never leave the
castle alive...
The Ways of the World Robert Goddard 2016-06-14 From the Edgar Award-winning writer Robert
Goddard comes a captivating new historical thriller, set at the tail end of World War I and featuring the
devilishly charismatic James "Max" Maxted, a Royal Flying Corps veteran who has a knack for getting
himself in trouble. In the spring of 1919, Paris is filled with delegates working towards the Treaty of
Versailles--British diplomat Sir Henry Maxted among them. But before his work is done, he turns up
dead outside a Montparnasse apartment building. The French police conclude that Sir Henry tripped
and fell from the roof, but when his son Max is sent to Paris to collect the body, it quickly becomes clear
that there is more to the story, starting with the beautiful woman whose apartment Sir Henry often
visited. What begins as an innocent inquiry into his father's death soon leads Max into a perilous world
of secret allegiances, international espionage, and double- and triple-crosses. The Ways of the World is
a vivid, visceral thriller at the crossroads of history, where one spilled secret has the power to change
the fate of empires.
Historical Noir Barry Forshaw 2018-04-26 It's one of the most successful - and surprising - of
phenomena in the entire crime fiction genre: detectives (and proto-detectives) solving crimes in earlier
eras. There is now an army of historical sleuths operating from the mean streets of ancient Rome to the

Cold War era of the 1950s. And this astonishingly varied offshoot of the crime genre, as well as keeping
bookshop tills ringing, is winning a slew of awards, notably the prestigious CWA Historical Dagger.
Barry Forshaw, one of the UK s leading experts on crime fiction, has written a lively, wide-ranging and
immensely informed history of the genre, which might be said to have begun in earnest with Ellis Peters
crime-solving monk Brother Cadfael in the 1970s and Umberto Eco's The Name of the Rose in 1980
(with another monkish detective), but which has now taken readers to virtually every era and locale in
the past. As in earlier entries in his Noir series, Forshaw has produced the perfect reader's guide to a
fascinating field; every major writer is considered, often through a concentration on one or two key
books, and exciting new talents are highlighted. 'Historical Noir covers crime novels (and their authors)
set in ancient Greece and beyond to the 1950s ... what a splendid, varied bunch Forshaw provides' Times 'A very worthy addition to this great series' - Crime Squad Look out for the other books in Barry
Forshaw's Noir series, Euro Noir, Nordic Noir, Brit Noir and American Noir, and for his latest book,
Crime Fiction: A Reader's Guide.
Days Without Number Robert Goddard 2016-11-08 Days Without Number, now published for the first
time in the United States, is classic Robert Goddard: intricately plotted, richly detailed, and suspenseful
to the very last page. Nick Paleologus, a coolly efficient Englishman, is summoned home to resolve a
dispute that threatens to tear his family apart. His father, Michael, is a retired archaeologist and
supposed descendent of the last Emperors of Byzantium. Michael has received a hugely generous offer
for the family estate in Cornwall, but refuses to sell—and refuses to divulge why. Soon the stalemate
between Nick’s siblings and their father is tragically broken, and only then do they discover why their
father was bound to protect the house at all costs. Their desperate efforts to conceal the truth drag
them into a deadly conflict with an unseen and unknown enemy. Soon, Nick realizes the only change
they have of escaping their persecutor’s trap is to hunt this ruthless adversary down. But the hunt
involves excavating a terrible secret from their father’s past. And once that secret is known, nothing will
ever be the same again.
The Ways of the World Robert Goddard 2015 Originally published: United Kingdom: Transworld, 2013.
Intersection: Paris, 1919 (An exclusive prologue to The Ways of the World) Robert Goddard
2013-06-17 A digital exclusive prologue to Robert Goddard’s new thriller, The Ways of the World. 1919.
The eyes of the world are on Paris, where statesmen, diplomats and politicians have gathered to
discuss the fate of half the world’s nations in the aftermath of the cataclysm that was the Great War. A
horde of journalists, spies and opportunists have also gathered in the city and the last thing the British
diplomatic community needs at such a time is the mysterious death of a senior member of their
delegation.
Scythe – Die Hüter des TodesNeal Shusterman 2017-09-21 Unsterblichkeit, Wohlstand, unendliches
Wissen. Die Menschheit hat die perfekte Welt erschaffen – aber diese Welt hat einen Preis. Citra und
Rowan leben in einer Welt, in der Armut, Kriege, Krankheit und Tod besiegt sind. Aber auch in dieser
perfekten Welt müssen Menschen sterben, und die Entscheidung über Leben und Tod treffen die
Scythe. Sie sind auserw hlt, um zu t ten. Sie entscheiden, wer lebt und wer stirbt. Sie sind die Hüter
des Todes. Aber die Welt muss wissen, dass dieser Dienst sie nicht kalt l sst, dass sie Mitleid
empfinden. Reue. Unertr glich gro es Leid. Denn wenn sie diese Gefühle nicht h tten, w ren sie
Monster. Als Citra und Rowan gegen ihren Willen für die Ausbildung zum Scythe berufen werden und
die Kunst des T tens erlernen, w chst zwischen den beiden eine tiefe Verbindung. Doch am Ende wird
nur einer von ihnen auserw hlt. Und dessen erste Aufgabe wird es sein, den jeweils anderen
hinzurichten ... Der erste Band der internationalen Bestseller-Trilogie! Schutzumschlag mit MetallicFolien-Veredelung
Panic Room Robert Goddard 2018-03-22 ‘Is this his best yet?...Full of sinister menace and propulsive
pace with twisty plotting’ Lee Child WHAT REALLY LIES WITHIN? High on a Cornish cliff sits a vast
uninhabited mansion. Uninhabited except for Blake, a young woman of mysterious background,
currently acting as housesitter. The house has a panic room. Cunningly concealed, steel lined,
impregnable – and apparently closed from within. Even Blake doesn’t know it’s there. She’s too busy

being on the run from life, from a story she thinks she’s escaped. But her remote existence is going to
be threatened when people come looking for the house’s owner, rogue pharma entrepreneur, Jack
Harkness. Soon people with questionable motives will be asking Blake the sort of questions she can’t –
or won’t - want to answer. WILL THE PANIC ROOM EVER GIVE UP ITS SECRETS?
The Ends of the Earth Robert Goddard 2015-07-02 LIES. SECRETS. REVELATIONS. 1919 – The
truth has never been in such short supply Ex-flying ace James ‘Max’ Maxted’s attempt to uncover the
secret behind the death of his father, Sir Henry Maxted, has seemingly ended in failure – and his own
death. Unaware of Max’s fate, the team continue to pursue their only lead, travelling to Japan in search
of a mysterious prisoner held by Sir Henry’s old enemy, Count Tomura. Once there, they encounter
former German spymaster, Fritz Lemmer, now rebuilding his spy network in the service of a new, more
sinister cause. The quest Max embarked on in Paris will reach its dizzying end at Tomura's castle in the
mountains of Honshu - and the full truth of what occurred thirty years before will finally be laid bare...
The Corners of the Globe Robert Goddard 2017-05-09 In the second thriller in Robert Goddard’s
skillfully plotted World War I-era series, The Corners of the Globe, Max is sent on his first mission for
legendary German spy Fritz Lemmer--the man who claims responsibility for the murder of Max’s father.
But as Max travels to Scotland’s remote Orkney Islands to collect a mysterious gray file from a German
navy captain, he must keep his true allegiances in mind. Meanwhile, in Paris, Max’s trusty sidekick and
friend Sam Twentyman has been promoted to chief mechanic for the British diplomatic fleet of cars. All
is going well until he receives warning that a nefarious element in the Japanese delegation is stirring up
trouble--and has reason to believe Sam can help him get what he wants. With the Germans about to
enter the Paris peace negotiations, the need for reconciliation among nations is greater than ever. But
there is one secret so explosive that it threatens to endanger the whole treaty, and Max, playing a
double-game, is intent on finding out what it is.
Der Marsianer Andy Weir 2014-10-13 Gestrandet auf dem Mars Der Astronaut Mark Watney war auf
dem besten Weg, eine lebende Legende zu werden, schlie lich war er der erste Mensch in der
Geschichte der Raumfahrt, der je den Mars betreten hat. Nun, sechs Tage sp ter, ist Mark auf dem
besten Weg, der erste Mensch zu werden, der auf dem Mars sterben wird: Bei einer Expedition auf
dem Roten Planeten ger t er in einen Sandsturm, und als er aus seiner Bewusstlosigkeit erwacht, ist er
allein. Auf dem Mars. Ohne Ausrüstung. Ohne Nahrung. Und ohne Crew, denn die ist bereits auf dem
Weg zurück zur Erde. Es ist der Beginn eines spektakul ren berlebenskampfes ...
Faceless Terry Hayes 2014-05-26 Ein sch biges Hotel in New York wird zum Schauplatz eines
grausamen Verbrechens: In einer Badewanne voll S ure liegt die entsetzlich entstellte Leiche einer
Frau. Es gibt keine Fingerabdrücke, keine DNA-Spuren, keine Hinweise auf den T ter. Da die Polizei
im Dunkeln tappt, zieht der leitende Detective einen Spezialisten hinzu – einen Undercover-Agenten
des US-Geheimdienstes, der unter dem Codenamen Pilgrim agiert. Und Pilgrim findet tats chlich eine
Spur, die ihn an die türkische Küste und zur toughen wie auch geheimnisvollen Polizistin Leyla führt.
Doch nicht nur Leyla scheint etwas zu verbergen. Auch die Ermittlungen nehmen eine zutiefst
beunruhigende Wendung, als Pilgrim auf eine terroristische Verschw rung st
t, die das Gesicht der
westlichen Welt für immer ausl schen k nnte. Um den unsichtbaren Feind hinter den Anschlagspl nen
aufzuhalten, muss der Agent einen hochgef hrlichen Kampf gegen die Zeit gewinnen – einen Kampf
jenseits aller Grenzen von Gut und B se ...
Footprints on the Moon John Barbour 1969
The Corners of the Globe Robert Goddard 2014-07-03 Spring, 1919. James ‘Max’ Maxted, former
Great War flying ace, returns to the trail of murder, treachery and half-buried secrets he set out on in
The Ways of the World. He left Paris after avenging the murder of his father, Sir Henry Maxted, a senior
member of the British delegation to the post-war peace conference. But he was convinced there was
more – much more – to be discovered about what Sir Henry had been trying to accomplish. And he
suspected elusive German spymaster Fritz Lemmer knew the truth of it. Now, enlisted under false
colours in Lemmer’s service but with his loyalty pledged to the British Secret Service, Max sets out on
his first – and possibly last – mission for Lemmer. It takes him to the far north of Scotland – to the

Orkney Isles, where the German High Seas Fleet has been impounded in Scapa Flow, its fate to be
decided at the conference-table in Paris. Max has been sent to recover a document held aboard one of
the German ships. What that document contains forces him to break cover sooner than he would have
wished and to embark on a desperate race south, towards London, with information that could destroy
Lemmer – if Max, as seems unlikely, lives to deliver it...
Die Rakete zu den Planetenr umenHermann Oberth 2015-03-30 Hermann Oberth gilt als einer der
bedeutendsten Pioniere der Raketentechnik. Vision r waren nicht nur seine umfassende, akribische
Untersuchung und Optimierung aller denkbaren Raketenparamter, sondern auch seine Vorschl ge zur
Raketeninstrumentierung für bemannte und wissenschaftliche Missionen sowie Ideen für Start- und
Testanlagen. Die Neuauflage erm glicht es, die Realisierung von Oberth's "Traum" nachzuvollziehen
und mit der heutigen Raumfahrtrealit t abzugleichen. Reprint der 5. Auflage von 1984
Long Time Coming Robert Goddard 2020 Stephen Swan is amazed when he hears that the uncle he
thought had been killed in the Blitz is actually alive. For nearly four decades, Eldritch Swan has been
locked away in an Irish prison and now, at last, has been released. Shocked and suspicious, Stephen
listens to the old man's story and is caught up in a tale that begins at the dawn of World War II, when
Eldritch worked for an Antwerp diamond dealer with a trove of Picassos that later disappeared.
Stephen, who finds his uncle by turns devious, charming, and brazen, then meets Rachel Banner, a
beautiful American who may have inherited the Picassos. Soon Eldritch, Stephen and Rachel find
themselves fighting against sinister forces still guarding a secret that must never be revealed...
Chases Calendar of Events, 2012 Edition Chase's Calendar of Events 2011-09-15 Includes more than
10,000 holidays, holy days, national and ethnic celebrations, astronomical phenomena, festivals, fairs,
anniversaries, and other events from around the world
Digital Talking Books Plus 2012
One False Move Robert Goddard 2019-02-28 What value can be put on a human mind? How Joe
Roberts does what he does is a mystery. He has a brain that seems able to outperform a computer. To
a games company like Venstrom that promises big profits if his abilities can be properly exploited. So
they send Nicole Nevinson to track him down and make him an offer too good to refuse. But Venstrom
aren’t the only people interested in Joe. His current boss, a shady businessman, is already making
serious money out of Joe’s talents and isn’t going to let him go without a fight. And then there are other
forces, with still darker intentions, who have their own plans for him. Almost before she knows it,
Nicole’s crossed an invisible line into a world where the game being played has rules she doesn’t
understand and where no-one can help her win. But win she must. Because the battle now isn’t just for
Joe’s mind, it’s for Nicole’s life.
Freedom's Child Jax Miller 2015-07-31 Niemand wei , dass sie noch lebt. Nicht mal ihre Kinder. Doch
die sind nun in h chster Gefahr. Sie raucht, sie flucht, sie trinkt. Und l sst sich von niemandem was
sagen. Jeder in der Stadt sch tzt – oder fürchtet – Freedom Oliver. Keiner kennt ihren wahren Namen,
ihr altes Leben: ausgel scht. Das Leben, in dem sie ihren Mann erschoss, den Schwager ans Messer
lieferte und ihre Kinder verlor. Das Leben, das sie für das Zeugenschutzprogramm hinter sich lie . Nur
sp t in der Nacht verfolgt Freedom per Facebook, wie Mason und Rebekah erwachsen werden. Und
dann kommt der Tag. Der Tag, an dem ihre Feinde Rache schw ren. An dem Rebekah verschwindet.
Und Freedom wei : Sie kann sich nicht l nger verstecken, sie muss handeln ... Eine Heldin wie keine
andere. Eine Geschichte von Liebe, Rache, Schuld und Tod.
The Ends of the Earth Robert Goddard 2018-05-15 "First published in the United Kingdom in 2015 by
Transworld Publishers, a division of the Random House Group."
Apollo 11 The Associated Press 2016-08-23 In this fascinating history of the Apollo 11 mission, The
Associated Press chronicles America’s journey to the moon. In 1957 the Soviet Union sent Sputnik, the
first man-made satellite, into space. America took up the challenge to explore the next frontier. A dozen
years, and 25 billion dollars later, the mission of Apollo 11 would yield man’s finest hour. For that was
the first time man’s foot left prints on another heavenly body. And that was only the beginning. “Apollo
11: How America Won the Race to the Moon” is the incredible story of how a nation forged the

technology during the turbulent 1960s to slip humanity from the bonds of its native planet. This inside
look remembers those who made the great enterprise succeed. The achievement of the astronauts,
especially Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins, was more than a victory for the United
States; it was a triumphant moment for all mankind. And no other moment will seem as big until we
reach beyond the moon for other planets, other stars. “Apollo 11: How America Won the Race to the
Moon” features an introduction by AP’s Aerospace Correspondent Marcia Dunn and select photographs
from the archives of The Associated Press.
This is the Night They Come For You Robert Goddard 2022-03-24 From the author of the BBC 2
Between the Covers hit, The Fine Art of Invisible Detection 'The world's greatest storyteller' THE
GUARDIAN 'One of the finest crime writers of any generation' DAILY MAIL On a stifling afternoon at
Police HQ in Algiers, Superintendent Taleb, coasting towards retirement, with not even an airconditioned office to show for his long years of service, is handed a ticking time bomb of a case which
will take him deep into Algeria's troubled past and its fraught relationship with France. To his dismay, he
is assigned to work with Agent Hidouchi, an intimidating representative of the country's feared secret
service, who makes it clear she intends to call the shots. They are instructed to pursue a former agent,
now on the run after twenty years in prison for his part in a high-level corruption scandal. But their
search will lead them inexorably towards a greater mystery, surrounding a murder that took place in
Paris more than fifty years ago. Uncovering the truth may be his responsibility, but Taleb is well aware
that no-one in Algeria wants to be reminded of the dark deeds carried out in the struggle for
independence - or in the violence that has racked the nation since. Before long, he will face a choice he
has long sought to avoid, between self-preservation and doing the right thing. And, ultimately, the
choice may not even be his to make.
Robert H. Goddard Karin Clafford Farley 1991 A biography of the scientist who developed the first
liquid propelled rocket.
Denn ewig w hrt die SchuldRobert Goddard 2019-12-13 Ein klassischer englischer Kriminalroman vor
der morbiden Kulisse des alten Seebads Brighton: Denn ewig w hrt die Schuld von Robert Goddard
als eBook bei dotbooks. Toby Flood steht vor dem Nichts: Seine Karriere als Schauspieler geht auf
Provinzbühnen dem Ende entgegen, mit seiner Frau ist er nur noch auf dem Papier verheiratet. Doch
nun bittet Jenny ihn um Hilfe: Er soll einen Mann zur Rede stellen, der sie seit Wochen verfolgt und
beobachtet. Hat der unheimliche Schattenmann etwas mit dem reichen Unternehmer Roger Colburn zu
tun, Jennys neuem Freund? Toby wittert eine Chance, seine Frau zurückzugewinnen. Doch dann
beginnt er, die falschen Fragen zu stellen, und taumelt in einen Abgrund aus Neid, Hass und dunklen
Familiengeheimnissen. Als ein mysteri ser Mord geschieht, wird Tony klar: Er soll das n chste Opfer
sein ... Robert Goddard ist der absolute Meister des Spannungsromans! Daily Mirror Jetzt als eBook
kaufen und genie en: Der abgründige Kriminalroman Denn ewig w hrt die Schuld von Robert
Goddard. Wer liest, hat mehr vom Leben: dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
The Ends of the Earth Robert Goddard 2016-06-16 LIES. SECRETS. REVELATIONS. 1919 e" The
truth has never been in such short supply Ex-flying ace James e~Max e(tm) Maxted e(tm)s attempt
to uncover the secret behind the death of his father, Sir Henry Maxted, has seemingly ended in failure
e" and his own death. Unaware of Max e(tm)s fate, the team continue to pursue their only lead,
travelling to Japan in search of a mysterious prisoner held by Sir Henry e(tm)s old enemy, Count
Tomura. Once there, they encounter former German spymaster, Fritz Lemmer, now rebuilding his spy
network in the service of a new, more sinister cause. The quest Max embarked on in Paris will reach its
dizzying end at Tomura's castle in the mountains of Honshu - and the full truth of what occurred thirty
years before will finally be laid bare e
Painting the Darkness Robert Goddard 2015-10-06 From the author of the James Maxted series, “a
plot worthy of Wilkie Collins” unfolds as an Englishman struggles to maintain his sanity and his
marriage (Kirkus Reviews). Robert Goddard’s international bestselling third novel is a masterful
exercise in suspense set in Victorian-era England. On a mild autumn afternoon in 1882, thirty-four-yearold husband and father William Trenchard sits quietly at home when the creak of the garden gate

announces the arrival of a mysterious visitor. The stranger claims he is Sir James Davenall, the former
fiancé of Trenchard’s wife, Constance. He was thought to have committed suicide eleven years ago.
Although Constance remembers him, Davenall’s family refuses to recognize him as one of their own.
Forced into an uneasy alliance with the stranger, Trenchard struggles to hold on to his wife and his
sanity until the dark secrets of the Davenall family can finally be brought to light. “[Painting the
Darkness] has all the ingredients of a first-class melodrama . . . engaging and satisfying.” —The Times
(London) “It explodes into action so that the reader is hooked by the time he reaches the third page. . . .
A superb storyteller.” —Sunday Independent (Ireland) “This exciting story, with its careful complexity
and completeness—no loose ends—is a joy to read.” —Publishers Weekly
Long Time Coming Robert Goddard 2010 When he learns that the uncle he believed was dead has
been in prison for nearly four decades, Stephen Swan finds himself in the middle of a conspiracy
involving forged Picassos and the family of an Antwerp diamond dealer.
Long Time Coming Signed Edition Robert Goddard 2010-09-01
Panic Room Robert Goddard 2018-03 Sometimes the danger is on the inside . . .High on a Cornish cliff
sits a vast uninhabited mansion. Uninhabited except for Blake, a young woman of dubious background,
secretive and alone, currently acting as housesitter.The house has a panic room. Cunningly concealed,
steel lined, impregnable - and apparently closed from within. Even Blake doesn?t know it?s there.
She?s too busy being on the run from life, from a story she thinks she?s escaped. But her remote
existence is going to be invaded when people come looking for the house?s owner, missing rogue
pharma entrepreneur, Jack Harkness. Suddenly the whole world wants to know where his money has
gone. Soon people are going to come knocking on the door, people with motives and secrets of their
own, who will be asking Blake the sort of questions she can?t - or won?t - want to answer.And will the
panic room ever give up its secrets?PANIC ROOM is Robert Goddard at his nerve-shredding best. A
sliver of a mystery kicks off a juggernaut of a thriller. Layers of secrets, half truths and lies must be
peeled back to reveal what really lies within.
The Fine Art of Invisible Detection Robert Goddard 2021-03-18 The #1 ebook from the Sunday Times
bestseller 'He's the high priest of plot ... deftly woven, but also beautifully written ... I loved it.' Mel
Giedroyc 'One of the finest crime writers of any generation' Daily Mail - An unlikely heroine. An even
more unlikely detective. And a cold case that's resurfacing with deadly consequences. Umiko Wada
has recently had quite enough excitement in her life. With her husband recently murdered and a mother
who seems to want her married again before his body is cold, she just wants to keep her head down.
As a secretary to a private detective, her life is pleasingly uncomplicated, filled with coffee runs, diary
management and paperwork. That is, until her boss takes on a new case. A case which turns out to be
dangerous enough to get him killed. A case which means Wada will have to leave Japan for the first
time and travel to London. Following the only lead she has, Wada quickly realises that being a detective
isn't as easy as the television makes out. And that there's a reason why secrets stay buried for a long
time. Because people want them to stay secret. And they're prepared to do very bad things to keep
them that way... What readers are saying: ***** 'Guaranteed and satisfying escapism' ***** 'Twists and
turns right up to the last page' ***** 'Edge-of-the-seat stuff' ***** 'Fresh and inventive' ***** 'The master
of twists and suspense ... sublime' ***** 'Scintillating and wickedly twisty'
Talking Book Topics 2012
Sea Change Robert Goddard 2016-03-08 An international thriller set in eighteenth-century Europe by
the “master of the clever twist” and acclaimed author of the James Maxted series (The Sunday
Telegraph). It’s January 1721, and London is still reeling from the recession caused by the greatest
financial scandal of the age: the collapse of the South Sea Bubble. William Spandrel, a penniless
mapmaker, is offered a rare chance to clear his debts. But Sir Theodore Janssen, a director of the
South Sea Company, has one condition: Spandrel must secretly convey an important package to
Amsterdam. Shortly after delivering the parcel, its recipient is killed. Then, barely surviving an attempt
on his own life, Spandrel discovers that he is the prime suspect in the murder—and a pawn in a
dangerous game. With British government agents and other foes on his trail, Spandrel’s only chance of

survival is to recover the package and place its contents in the hands of the right person. But
determining who that is will be a deadly challenge . . . “[A] picaresque tale of high adventure and low
intrigue . . . The historical period is vividly conjured up and the narrative flows effortlessly . . .
Engrossing storytelling of a very high order.” —The Observer “Hugely enjoyable . . . Totally
entertaining.” —Time Out
Fault Line Robert Goddard 2013-03-25 A search for missing documents in an international mining
company becomes a voyage into dangerous waters. A dead friend, a lost lover and a clutch of
mysteries from Jonathan Kellaway's youth in Cornwall and Italy in the late 1960s come back to haunt
him when he is tasked with discovering why there is a gaping hole in his employer's records.
Scythe – Der Zorn der Gerechten Neal Shusterman 2018-03-14 Der zweite Band der gro en
Scythe -Trilogie von New-York-Times-Bestseller-Autor Neal Shusterman Citra hat es geschafft. Sie
wurde auserw hlt und als Scythe entscheidet sie jetzt, wer leben darf und wer sterben muss. Doch als
wenn das nicht schon schwer genug w re, übernehmen skrupellose Scythe die Macht und stellen neue
Regeln auf. Die wichtigste Regel lautet, dass es ab jetzt keine Regeln mehr gibt. So beginnt Citras
Kampf für Gerechtigkeit. Ein Kampf, den sie nur gemeinsam gewinnen kann mit ihrer gro en Liebe
Rowan.
100 Most Popular Contemporary Mystery Authors: Biographical Sketches and Bibliographies Bernard
A. Drew 2011-05-18 Provide your mystery fans with background information on their favorite writers
and series characters, and use this as a guide for adding contemporary titles to your collections. •
Provides interesting and informative profiles of 100 popular, contemporary mystery and crime writers as
well as overviews of their series characters • Contains over 60 author photographs • A bibliography lists
information on each author's works as well as supporting source materials for the profiles
Bedenke, dass wir sterben müssenRobert Goddard 2004 Auf der Suche nach einem düsteren
Familiengeheimnis geraten 2 Brüder in Lebensgefahr.
Long Time Coming Robert Goddard 2010-02-23 Eldritch Swan is a dead man. Or at least that is what
his nephew Stephen has always been told. Until one day Eldritch walks back into his life after 36 years
in an Irish prison. He won't reveal any of the details of his incarceration, insisting only that he is
innocent of any crime. His return should be of interest to no-one. But the visit of a solicitor with a
mysterious request will take Eldritch and his sceptical nephew fromsleepy seaside Paignton to London,
where an exhibition of Picasso paintings from the prestigious Brownlow collection proves to be the
starting point on a journey that will transport them back to the Second World War and the mystery
behind Eldritch's imprisonment. In 1940, he was personal assistant to a wealthy diamond dealer in
Antwerp, whose collection of modern art was the envy of many. The subsequent disappearance of
those paintings began a trail of murder and intrigue which was to have a catastrophic effect on
Eldritch's life. But untangling the web of murky secrets, family ties and old betrayals that conceals the
truth will prove to be a dangerous pursuit for Eldritch and Stephen. Before long, a mysterious enemy is
doing everything possible to stop the truth emerging - at whatever cost...
The Wide World Trilogy Robert Goddard 2016-10-27 THE BESTSELLING TRILOGY For the first time,
the trilogy that introduced you to the intrepid Max Maxted is available as one e-book. Robert Goddard is
'the master of the triple double-cross' (The Times) THE WAYS OF THE WORLD Paris, 1919 With the
fate of the world's nations hanging in the balance, a secret affair ends with the death of a senior British
diplomat. As the authorities try to pass it off as a bizarre accident, ex-RFC flying ace, James 'Max'
Maxted is convinced otherwise and throws himself headfirst into the dark heart of a seemingly
impenetrable mystery - hellbent on uncovering the truth. With friends indistinguishable from foes, the
only way is to keep pushing . . . until you can see who's pushing back! THE CORNERS OF THE
GLOBE Spring, 1919 Max Maxted has left Paris after avenging the murder of his father, Sir Henry
Maxted, convinced the only man who knows about the mysterious events leading up to his death is
elusive German spymaster, Fritz Lemmer. To find out more, he turns double agent and is despatched
by Lemmer to the Orkney Isles to gain possession of a document secreted aboard one of the German
battleships interned in Scapa Flow. But the information the document contains is so explosive Max is

forced to break cover and embark on a desperate and dangerous race south. Max can trust no-one and
the stakes could not be higher. It is life and death for all concerned. THE ENDS OF THE EARTH July,
1919 Max Maxted's attempt to uncover the secret behind the death of his father has seemingly ended
in failure - and his own death. Unaware of Max's fate, the team continue to pursue their only lead,
travelling to Japan in search of a mysterious prisoner held by Sir Henry's old enemy, Count Tomura.
Once there, they encounter former German spymaster, Fritz Lemmer, now rebuilding his spy network in
the service of a new, more sinister cause. The quest Max embarked on in Paris will reach its dizzying
end at Tomura's castle in the mountains of Honshu - and the full truth of what occurred thirty years
before will finally be laid bare . . .
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